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A Savage Place - Robert B. Parker 2009-09-16
TV reporter Candy Sloan has eyes the color of cornflowers and legs that
stretch all the way to heaven. She also has somebody threatening to
rearrange her lovely face if she keeps on snooping into charges of
Hollywood racketeering. Spenser's job is to keep Candy healthy until she
breaks the biggest story of her career. But her star witness has just
bowed out with three bullets in his chest, two tough guys have doubled
up to test Spenser's skill with his fists, and Candy is about to use her own
sweet body as live bait in a deadly romantic game--a game that may cost
Spenser his life.
Sonata for a Killer - Linsey Lanier 2021-02-09
Okay. Their last case was an unintended surprise, but now it's time for
Miranda and Parker to relax and get back to retirement.Except Curt
Holloway, Miranda's old buddy and teammate, has other plans. When he
decided to leave the Investigative Agency, Parker put Holloway in his
place as acting CEO.Now Holloway wants out.Well, just for a week.Or so
he says. His ex-wife needs him, he says. He has to go, he says. Looks like
he might walk for good if Miranda and Parker don't say yes. And so they
do. It's not so bad. Everything is hunky dory for a while.Until attorney
Antonio Estavez shows up and tells them a convicted felon he once
defended in court has escaped from prison.And he's coming to kill
him.They have to find this dangerous fugitive before it's too late.So much

for retiring.
The Jury Master - Robert Dugoni 2008-07-15
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "John Grisham, move over...A riveting
tale of murder, treachery, and skullduggery at the highest levels." Seattle Times In a courtroom, David Sloane can grab a jury and make it
dance. He can read jurors' expressions, feel their emotions, know their
thoughts. With this remarkable ability, Sloane gets juries to believe the
unbelievable, excuse the inexcusable, and return the most astonishing
verdicts. The only barrier to Sloane's professional success is his
conscience -- until he gets a call from a man later found dead, and his life
rockets out of control.
Handbook of Critical Psychology - Ian Parker 2015-04-17
Choice Recommended Read Critical psychology has developed over time
from different standpoints, and in different cultural contexts, embracing
a variety of perspectives. This cutting-edge and comprehensive handbook
values and reflects this diversity of approaches to critical psychology
today, providing a definitive state-of-the-art account of the field and an
opening to the lines of argument that will take it forward in the years to
come. The individual chapters by leading and emerging scholars plot the
development of a critical perspective on different elements of the host
discipline of psychology. The book begins by systematically addressing
each separate specialist area of psychology, before going on to consider
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how aspects of critical psychology transcend the divisions that mark the
discipline. The final part of the volume explores the variety of cultural
and political standpoints that have made critical psychology such a
vibrant contested terrain of debate. The Handbook of Critical Psychology
represents a key resource for researchers and practitioners across all
relevant disciplines. It will be of particular interest to students and
researchers in psychology, psychosocial studies, sociology, social
anthropology and cultural studies, and to discourse analysts of different
traditions, including those in critical linguistics and political theory.
See You in the Cosmos - Jack Cheng 2017-02-28
“I haven't read anything that has moved me this much since Wonder.”
—Jennifer Niven, author of All the Bright Places A space-obsessed boy
and his dog, Carl Sagan, take a journey toward family, love, hope, and
awe in this funny and moving novel for fans of Counting by 7s, Walk Two
Moons, and The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time. 11-yearold Alex Petroski loves space and rockets, his mom, his brother, and his
dog Carl Sagan—named for his hero, the real-life astronomer. All he
wants is to launch his golden iPod into space the way Carl Sagan (the
man, not the dog) launched his Golden Record on the Voyager spacecraft
in 1977. From Colorado to New Mexico, Las Vegas to L.A., Alex records a
journey on his iPod to show other lifeforms what life on earth, his earth,
is like. But his destination keeps changing. And the funny, lost,
remarkable people he meets along the way can only partially prepare
him for the secrets he’ll uncover—from the truth about his long-dead dad
to the fact that, for a kid with a troubled mom and a mostly not-around
brother, he has way more family than he ever knew. Jack Cheng’s debut
is full of joy, optimism, determination, and unbelievable heart. To read
the first page is to fall in love with Alex and his view of our big, beautiful,
complicated world. To read the last is to know he and his story will stay
with you a long, long time. "Stellar." —Entertainment Weekly “Lifeembracing.” —The Wall Street Journal "Works beautifully." —The New
York Times Book Review “Irresistible.” —The Chicago Tribune “The best
I've read in a long, long time.” —Holly Goldberg Sloan, author of
Counting by 7s “Riveting, inspiring, and sometimes hilarious.” —Kirkus,

starred review “A propulsive stream-of-conscious dive.” —Publishers
Weekly, starred review “A gift—a miracle.” —Paul Griffin, author When
Friendship Followed Me Home “Exuberant.” —Booklist "Full of the real
kind of magic." —Ally Condie, author of Matched "Absorbing,
irresistible." —Common Sense Media “Incredible.” —BookRiot "Full of
innocence and unwavering optimism." —SLC "Inspiring." —Time for Kids
“Powerfully affirms our human capacity for grace and love and
understanding.” —Gary D. Schmidt, author of Okay for Now
Lives of the Novelists - John Sutherland 2012-03-27
No previous author has attempted a book such as this: a complete history
of novels written in the English language, from the genre's seventeenthcentury origins to the present day. In the spirit of Dr. Johnson’s Lives of
the Poets, acclaimed critic and scholar John Sutherland selects 294
writers whose works illustrate the best of every kind of fiction—from
gothic, penny dreadful, and pornography to fantasy, romance, and high
literature. Each author was chosen, Professor Sutherland explains,
because his or her books are well worth reading and are likely to remain
so for at least another century. Sutherland presents these authors in
chronological order, in each case deftly combining a lively and
informative biographical sketch with an opinionated assessment of the
writer's work. Taken together, these novelists provide both a history of
the novel and a guide to its rich variety. Always entertaining, and
sometimes shocking, Sutherland considers writers as diverse as Daniel
Defoe, Henry James, James Joyce, Edgar Allan Poe, Virginia Woolf,
Michael Crichton, Jeffrey Archer, and Jacqueline Susann. Written for all
lovers of fiction, Lives of the Novelists succeeds both as introduction and
re-introduction, as Sutherland presents favorite and familiar novelists in
new ways and transforms the less favored and less familiar through his
relentlessly fascinating readings.
Healing the Heart of Democracy - Parker J. Palmer 2014-07-31
Hope for American democracy in an era of deep divisions In Healing the
Heart of Democracy, Parker J. Palmerquickens our instinct to seek the
common good and gives us thetools to do it. This timely, courageous and
practicalwork—intensely personal as well as political—is notabout them,
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"those people" in Washington D.C., or in ourstate capitals, on whom we
blame our political problems. It's aboutus, "We the People," and what we
can do in everyday settingslike families, neighborhoods, classrooms,
congregations andworkplaces to resist divide-and-conquer politics and
restore agovernment "of the people, by the people, for the people." In the
same compelling, inspiring prose that has made him abestselling author,
Palmer explores five "habits of the heart" thatcan help us restore
democracy's foundations as we nurture them inourselves and each other:
An understanding that we are all in this together An appreciation of the
value of "otherness" An ability to hold tension in life-giving ways A sense
of personal voice and agency A capacity to create community Healing the
Heart of Democracy is an eloquent andempowering call for "We the
People" to reclaim ourdemocracy. The online journal Democracy &
Educationcalled it "one of the most important books of the early
21stCentury." And Publishers Weekly, in a Starred Review, said"This
beautifully written book deserves a wide audience that willbenefit from
discussing it."
More Than Ever (More Book 3) - Sloan Parker 2019-02-12
Matthew, Luke, and Richard return in this third installment of the MORE
series. These three men have weathered a lot, and their love for one
another is as strong as ever. Yet Matthew Stewart, the youngest of the
threesome, can't help but feel like he's made one too many mistakes
lately, both with his men and his future. His perfect life is starting to
crumble around him. Haunted by a past he's never truly faced and
struggling to find his place in the world, he sets his sights on a new
dream job at a wildlife rehabilitation center. With more than just a great
job on the line, he refuses to turn his back on someone in need. A favor
morphs into danger as Matthew, Luke, and Richard face a week alone in
the wilderness, looking for evidence of either an accident or a crime.
With no hiking experience and armed strangers trying to hunt them
down, these three men will learn to lean on each other more than ever.
And in the process, they just might heal more than one old wound.
Length: 112,018 words. This book contains explicit sexual content,
graphic language, and an all-male menage relationship.

Finding Home - Sloane Kennedy 2016-12-14
"I've done everything wrong, Finn. From day one. It was the only way I
knew how to be with you and still be worthy of you. But I see now that I
never really was." --Callan Vengeance. It's the one thing on ex-cop Rhys
Tellar's mind and he's spent every day of his two year prison sentence
planning how he'll bring down the former lover and partner who sold him
out and cost four people their lives. A six month parole stint working at
the CB Bar Ranch in Southwestern Montana should be the easiest thing
he's ever done. But the last thing he expects is to feel something for both
the charismatic ranch hand who befriends him and the enigmatic
foreman who's pretending to be something he's not. A future. That's what
Finn Stewart wants, but to have it he must leave behind the man he
wants above all others, his very straight boss and best friend, Callan
Bale. As the only openly gay man in a small, homophobic community,
Finn has to fight every day to be who he is and walking away is starting
to seem like the easier path. Until Rhys Tellar shows up and changes
everything. A Lie. Callan Bale's entire life has been about hiding the man
he really is and it's about to cost him the one person who's managed to
worm his way past the walls he's spent years putting up. But choosing
Finn would mean giving up everything he's worked for and breaking the
promises he's made. At least losing the younger man to Rhys means Finn
can have the life he deserves. Three men. Three choices. One chance at
finding home.
More Than Words - Jill Santopolo 2020-02-04
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Light We Lost comes
a tender and moving new novel about a woman at a crossroads after the
death of her father, and caught between the love of two men. "A smart,
sexy, delicious novel."--People Nina has always known who she's
supposed to be. But is that who she truly is? Nina Gregory has always
been a good daughter. Raised by her father, owner of New York City's
glamorous Gregory Hotels, Nina was taught that family, reputation, and
legacy are what matter most. And Tim--her devoted boyfriend and best
friend since childhood--feels the same. But when Nina's father dies, he
leaves behind a secret that shocks Nina to her core. Soon, Nina begins to
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see the men in her life--her father, her boyfriend, and unexpectedly, her
boss, Rafael--in a new light, finding herself caught between the world she
loves, and a passion that could upend everything. More Than Words is a
heartbreaking and romantic novel about grief, loss, love, and selfdiscovery, and how we choose which life we are meant to live.
The Lincoln Highway - Amor Towles 2021-10-05
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER More than ONE MILLION copies
sold A TODAY Show Read with Jenna Book Club Pick A New York Times
Notable Book, and Chosen by Oprah Daily, Time, NPR, The Washington
Post and Barack Obama as a Best Book of the Year “Wise and wildly
entertaining . . . permeated with light, wit, youth.” —The New York
Times Book Review “A classic that we will read for years to come.”
—Jenna Bush Hager, Read with Jenna book club “A real joyride . . .
elegantly constructed and compulsively readable.” – NPR The bestselling
author of A Gentleman in Moscow and Rules of Civility and master of
absorbing, sophisticated fiction returns with a stylish and propulsive
novel set in 1950s America In June, 1954, eighteen-year-old Emmett
Watson is driven home to Nebraska by the warden of the juvenile work
farm where he has just served fifteen months for involuntary
manslaughter. His mother long gone, his father recently deceased, and
the family farm foreclosed upon by the bank, Emmett's intention is to
pick up his eight-year-old brother, Billy, and head to California where
they can start their lives anew. But when the warden drives away,
Emmett discovers that two friends from the work farm have hidden
themselves in the trunk of the warden's car. Together, they have hatched
an altogether different plan for Emmett's future, one that will take them
all on a fateful journey in the opposite direction—to the City of New York.
Spanning just ten days and told from multiple points of view, Towles's
third novel will satisfy fans of his multi-layered literary styling while
providing them an array of new and richly imagined settings, characters,
and themes.
How to Feed Friends and Influence People - Milton Parker
2004-12-22
Full of insightful wisdom, hilarious anecdotes, and tasty recipes, How to

Feed Friends and Influence People tells the savory story of the Carnegie
Deli, home of the world-famous gargantuan sandwich. Revealing the core
business principles that have made the deli such a success, the book
explains why and how the Carnegie became the delicatessen of choice
for presidents, celebrities, at least one sultan, and millions of other
(extremely) hungry diners from around the world. More than just a
delightful and delicious tale of business success, this fascinating and
funny book covers the deli?s history, shows you how to make a real
Brooklyn egg cream, and piles up loads of New York history. So get
cooking!
More (More Book 1) - Sloan Parker 2015-02-11
After a series of explosive encounters with two men, a heartbroken loner
breaks all of his rules for love. If you're going to break the rules, might as
well break them big. An M/M/M gay romance. For fifteen years Luke
Moore has lived by three rules: stay off his father's radar, never spend
more than a single night with any man, and never fall in love again. But
one night of explosive sex and two men he can't get out of his head have
Luke breaking every one of his rules. Richard and Matthew push him
past all his boundaries—both sexually and personally—and now he's no
longer hiding from his senator father. He's taking him on. And he isn't
just falling for one man. He's falling for two. If you're going to break the
rules, might as well break them big. But Luke's father has his reasons for
hating how his son lives, and he'll do whatever he can and use all his
power to keep Luke away from Richard and Matthew. Can this
threesome find a way to make their unconventional relationship last with
the world around them trying to pull them apart? And will Luke be able
to keep breaking his rules for Richard and Matthew, or will he head back
to his old way of life just when his new lovers want to pull him closer?
This book contains explicit sexual content, graphic language, and an allmale menage relationship.
Twisted - Andrea Kane 2009-03-17
Who will be next? Though former FBI Special Agent Sloane Burbank
once survived a life-threatening injury in the line of duty, she now uses
her specialized skills as an independent consultant. But when one of her
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closest childhood friends mysteriously disappears, Sloane takes the
case—even though her ex-lover Derek Parker is the FBI agent in charge.
Special Agent Derek Parker has no time to spare for a dead-end
case—especially since it would mean working with a woman he never
expected to see again. But as more women disappear and others turn up
brutally murdered, he and Sloane come to the sickening realization that
these random crimes are linked to the same crazed killer, a fiend with a
mind so psychotic, so twisted, that it will take everything Sloane has to
capture him—even as she becomes his latest target.
I Was Told There'd Be Cake - Sloane Crosley 2008-04-01
Hailed by David Sedaris as "perfectly, relentlessly funny" and by Colson
Whitehead as "sardonic without being cruel, tender without being
sentimental," from the author of the new collection Look Alive Out There.
Wry, hilarious, and profoundly genuine, this debut collection of literary
essays is a celebration of fallibility and haplessness in all their glory.
From despoiling an exhibit at the Natural History Museum to provoking
the ire of her first boss to siccing the cops on her mysterious neighbor,
Crosley can do no right despite the best of intentions -- or perhaps
because of them. Together, these essays create a startlingly funny and
revealing portrait of a complex and utterly recognizable character who
aims for the stars but hits the ceiling, and the inimitable city that has
helped shape who she is. I Was Told There'd Be Cake introduces a
strikingly original voice, chronicling the struggles and unexpected
beauty of modern urban life.
Trusting Tomorrow - PJ Trebelhorn 2008-10-01
Logan Swift has spent her life at her father’s side learning the family
business—Swift Funeral Home. She’s seen how the death of a loved one
affects the people left behind and has promised herself she’ll never
experience that kind of pain. But being alone isn’t all it’s cracked up to
be. Brooke Collier believes she’s responsible for her relationship failures.
After a particularly bad breakup, she moves in with her aged
grandparents in order to care for them. The last thing she expects—or
wants—is the attraction she has to her new next-door neighbor, Logan
Swift. As Logan and Brooke find themselves growing closer with each

passing day, Logan realizes that trusting in tomorrow isn’t always easy
when you deal with death for a living…
The Clasp - Sloane Crosley 2015-10-06
Part comedy of manners, part treasure hunt, the first novel from the
writer whom David Sedaris calls "perfectly, relentlessly funny" Kezia,
Nathaniel, and Victor are reunited for the extravagant wedding of a
college friend. Now at the tail end of their twenties, they arrive
completely absorbed in their own lives—Kezia the second-in-command to
a madwoman jewelry designer in Manhattan; Nathaniel the former
literary cool kid, selling his wares in Hollywood; and the Eeyore-esque
Victor, just fired from a middling search engine. They soon slip back into
old roles: Victor loves Kezia. Kezia loves Nathaniel. Nathaniel loves
Nathaniel. In the midst of all this semi-merriment, Victor passes out in
the mother of the groom's bedroom. He wakes to her jovially slapping
him across the face. Instead of a scolding, she offers Victor a story she's
never even told her son, about a valuable necklace that disappeared
during the Nazi occupation of France. And so a madcap adventure is set
into motion, one that leads Victor, Kezia, and Nathaniel from Miami to
New York and L.A. to Paris and across France, until they converge at the
estate of Guy de Maupassant, author of the classic short story "The
Necklace." Heartfelt, suspenseful, and told with Sloane Crosley's
inimitable spark and wit, The Clasp is a story of friends struggling to fit
together now that their lives haven't gone as planned, of how to separate
the real from the fake. Such a task might be possible when it comes to
precious stones, but is far more difficult to pull off with humans.
Something to Believe In - Sloan Parker 2017-12-09
When some extra cash lands best friends Sean and Gavin alone in a hotel
room until Christmas, they can no longer deny their feelings for each
other. Even with no place to live and no job prospects, Sean is
determined to not just show Gavin what a real home and holiday is like,
but to keep them off the streets for good and build a future together.
Baby and Child Care - Benjamin Spock 1972
Prominent Families of New York - Lyman Horace Weeks 1898
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Winning on Purpose - Fred Reichheld 2021-12-07
Great leaders embrace a higher purpose to win. The Net Promoter
System shines as their guiding star. Few management ideas have spread
so far and wide as the Net Promoter System (NPS). Since its conception
almost two decades ago by customer loyalty guru Fred Reichheld,
thousands of companies around the world have adopted it—from
industrial titans such as Mercedes-Benz and Cummins to tech giants like
Apple and Amazon to digital innovators such as Warby Parker and
Peloton. Now, Reichheld has raised the bar yet again. In Winning on
Purpose, he demonstrates that the primary purpose of a business should
be to enrich the lives of its customers. Why? Because when customers
feel this love, they come back for more and bring their
friends—generating good profits. This is NPS 3.0 and it puts a new take
on the age-old Golden Rule—treat customers the way you would want a
loved one treated—at the heart of enduring business success. As the
compelling examples in this book illustrate, companies with superior
NPS consistently deliver higher returns to shareholders across a wide
array of industries. But winning on purpose isn't easy. Reichheld also
explains why many NPS practitioners achieve just a small fraction of the
system's full potential, and he presents the newest thinking and best
practices for doing NPS right. He unveils the Earned Growth Rate (EGR):
the first reliable, complementary accounting measure that can truly
leverage the power of NPS. With keen insight and moving personal
stories, Reichheld advances the thinking and practice of NPS. Winning
on Purpose is your indispensable guide for inspiring customer love within
your own teams and using Net Promoter to achieve both personal and
business success.
The Bargain - Roxy Sloane 2014-07-10
Discover the sexy, wild series - perfect for fans of Crossfire, Fifty Shades,
and Penelope Sky! I thought he would protect me. I believed his beautiful
lies. I wanted to give him everything – and I was willing to pay the price.
Now everything has changed. He may be the Seducer, but I’ll be the one
who takes the ultimate prize: His heart. The Flawless Trilogy: 1 Flawless
Desire 2 Flawless Ruin 3 Flawless Prize The Seduction Series: 1. The

Seduction 2. The Bargain 3. The Invitation 4. The Release 5. The
Submission 6. The Secret 7. The Expose 8. The Reveal The Kingpin Duet:
1. Kingpin 2. His Queen Explicit: A Standalone Romance The Temptation
Duet (coming in 2018) 1. Tempt Me 2. Tease Me KEYWORDS:
contemporary romance, erotic romance, billionaire romance, billionaire,
series, erotic romance series, suspense, romance series, dark romance,
hot romance, modern romance, urban romance, wealthy, CEO romance,
office romance, city romance, sensual romance, something hot to read,
sensual romance, edgy romance, fifty shades romance, Roxy Sloane,
Roxy Sloane romance, seduction, explicit, seduction romance, the
seduction by Roxy Sloane, the seduction free ebook, mystery romance,
billionaire romance for adults, billionaire romance books free,
contemporary romance free, dark romance, dark romance, erotic books,
erotic romance books, romance series, romantic series, romance books,
beach reads, new adult, college, BDSM, BDSM romance, BDSM romance,
female, stories, sensual, sensual romance, alpha male, dominant male,
hot guy, racy, billionaire romance free, sexy, contemporary,
contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance
series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, sassy, captivating romance, hot,
hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, mystery books.
Breathe - Sloan Parker 2013-11-23
Two men, who have every reason in the world to run from what they're
feeling, find they cannot deny themselves a chance at a love like this.
Lincoln McCaw lost everything after he caused a fatal accident. A year
later, he's drowning the guilt and despair in whiskey, but he needs to
move on. His sister and her kids are counting on him. Then he meets a
man who ignites a passion Lincoln thought he'd never find. Too bad one
night is all they can have together. Now he needs to figure out how to
turn away from the only person who makes him feel alive before whoever
is sending him threats decides Lincoln needs to suffer more than he
already has. Jay Miller is surrounded by grief and misery until he finally
gives in to all those years of sexual fantasies about being with another
guy. Realizing he's ended up in the arms of the man who caused his
wife's accident, he tries to pull away. But how can he give up a friendship
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he needs more than anything—a friendship and a love that could save
him? He may not have time to make the choice before someone else
destroys it all. Length: 101,781 words. This book contains explicit sexual
content and graphic language.
Stowaway - Karen Hesse 2000-11
A fictionalized journal relates the experiences of a young stowaway from
1768 to 1771 aboard the Endeavor which sailed around the world under
Captain James Cook.
Summer of Sloane - Erin L. Schneider 2016-05-03
Warm Hawaiian sun. Lazy beach days. Flirty texts with her boyfriend
back in Seattle. These are the things seventeen-year-old Sloane McIntyre
pictured when she imagined the summer she'd be spending at her mom's
home in Hawaii with her twin brother, Penn. Instead, after learning an
unthinkable secret about her boyfriend, Tyler, and best friend, Mick, all
she has is a fractured hand and a completely shattered heart. Once she
arrives in Honolulu, though, Sloane hopes that Hawaii might just be the
escape she needs. With beach bonfires, old friends, exotic food, and the
wonders of a waterproof cast, there's no reason Sloane shouldn't enjoy
her summer. And when she meets Finn McAllister, the handsome son of a
hotel magnate who doesn't always play by the rules, she knows he's the
perfect distraction from everything that's so wrong back home. But it
turns out a measly ocean isn't nearly enough to stop all the emails, texts,
and voicemails from her ex-boyfriend and ex-best friend, desperate to
explain away their betrayal. And as her casual connection with Finn
grows deeper, Sloane's carefree summer might not be as easy to come by
as she'd hoped. Weighing years of history with Mick and Tyler against
their deception, and the delicate possibility of new love, Sloane must
decide when to forgive, and when to live for herself.
The Equalizer - Michael Sloan 2014-08-19
Atoning for illicit deeds as a former CIA covert ops officer by offering
free help to those in need, Robert McCall conducts acts of vigilante
justice on the streets of New York before finding himself pitted against
Russian drug lords and a formidable adversary, in a novel that ties into
the classic 80s TV show the author created, as well as the forthcoming

film version. TV & Movie tie-in.
Cult Classic - Sloane Crosley 2022-06-07
Hilariously insightful and delightfully suspenseful, Cult Classic is an
original: a masterfully crafted tale of love, memory, morality, and mind
control, as well as a fresh foray into the philosophy of romance. MOST
ANTICIPATED BOOK of 2022 by Glamour, W, Nylon, Fortune, Lit Hub,
The Millions, and more! One night in New York City’s Chinatown, a
woman is at a work reunion dinner with former colleagues when she
excuses herself to buy a pack of cigarettes. On her way back, she runs
into a former boyfriend. And then another. And . . . another. Nothing is
quite what it seems as the city becomes awash with ghosts of
heartbreaks past. What would normally pass for coincidence becomes
something far stranger as the recently engaged Lola must contend not
only with the viability of her current relationship but with the fact that
both her best friend and her former boss, a magazine editor turned
mystical guru, might have an unhealthy investment in the outcome.
Memories of the past swirl and converge in ways both comic and eerie,
as Lola is forced to decide if she will surrender herself to the conspiring
of one very contemporary cult. Is it possible to have a happy ending in an
age when the past is ever at your fingertips and sanity is for sale? With
her gimlet eye, Sloane Crosley spins a wry literary fantasy that is equal
parts page-turner and poignant portrayal of alienation.
A Lesson in Truth - Sloan Parker 2010-09-03
**Includes bonus story Swept Away** A LESSON IN TRUTH: David's a
graduate student about to finish his thesis. Michael is his advisor and
former instructor. The two shouldn't have feelings for each other, but
after two years of friendship and longing, David can no longer deny what
he's feeling. Is Michael ready to accept being more than a teacher to a
man fifteen years younger? And if they give into their desires, is it only a
way for them to say good-bye? SWEPT AWAY: The biggest case of
Eddie's career and nothing's going right. He's stuck in a stifling
courtroom with no air conditioning during the worst heat wave in years,
and the judge has denied his latest motion. He just wants to spend a
quiet night celebrating with his partner, Mike, on their fifteenth
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anniversary. But Mike has a surprise in mind this year. A surprise that
may be more than Eddie imagined possible.
Small Vices - Robert B. Parker 1998-03-01
Ellis Alves is no angel. But his lawyer says he was framed for the murder
of college student Melissa Henderson...and asks Spenser for help. From
Boston's back streets to Manhattan's elite, Spenser and Hawk search for
suspects, including Melissa's rich-kid, tennis-star boyfriend. But when a
man with a .22 puts Spenser in a coma, the hope for justice may die with
him...
Three's Company - N. R. Walker 2018-03-29
After Wilson Curtis was publicly outed, his restaurant business left in
tatters, and dumped by his closeted boyfriend, he goes to Key West
alone. There he meets Simon Stanford and Adam Preston. Wil soon
learns that love isn't always conventional, and the only thing better than
giving your heart to one man, is giving it to two.
Friends and Lovers: Two Short M/M Romances - Sloan Parker
2016-02-24
Two gay love stories about friends becoming lovers from bestselling,
award-winning author of M/M Romances Sloan Parker. This e-book
includes the following novelettes: Cops and Lovers: SWAT teammates
Sawyer and Finn have been secretly sleeping together for the past two
years and hiding that fact from their commander, their team members,
from everyone. Sawyer couldn't be happier with the arrangement. Until
Finn gives him an ultimatum. Now Sawyer has to rethink everything in
his life. Or give up the only person he's ever loved. His Roommate's
Secret: For two years Brady has harbored a secret crush on his straight
college roommate. He doesn't think he'll ever get the chance to climb
into Rex's bed. Until Rex shares a secret he's been hiding since the day
they met. This e-book contains explicit sexual content and graphic
language. Length: 19,859 words.
The Art of Gathering - Priya Parker 2020-04-14
"Hosts of all kinds, this is a must-read!" --Chris Anderson, owner and
curator of TED From the host of the New York Times podcast Together
Apart, an exciting new approach to how we gather that will transform

the ways we spend our time together—at home, at work, in our
communities, and beyond. In The Art of Gathering, Priya Parker argues
that the gatherings in our lives are lackluster and unproductive--which
they don't have to be. We rely too much on routine and the conventions
of gatherings when we should focus on distinctiveness and the people
involved. At a time when coming together is more important than ever,
Parker sets forth a human-centered approach to gathering that will help
everyone create meaningful, memorable experiences, large and small, for
work and for play. Drawing on her expertise as a facilitator of highpowered gatherings around the world, Parker takes us inside events of
all kinds to show what works, what doesn't, and why. She investigates a
wide array of gatherings--conferences, meetings, a courtroom, a flashmob party, an Arab-Israeli summer camp--and explains how simple,
specific changes can invigorate any group experience. The result is a
book that's both journey and guide, full of exciting ideas with real-world
applications. The Art of Gathering will forever alter the way you look at
your next meeting, industry conference, dinner party, and backyard
barbecue--and how you host and attend them.
Trifecta - Kate Sherwood 2012-02
Genre: LGBT Contemporary Menage Mark and Alistair think they're
happy with their open relationship -- they can have all the anonymous sex
they want, and still come home to each other for love and affection. That
changes when they discover that they've both hooked up with the same
guy, and, worse, that they're both falling for him. Tyler is a take-it-as-itcomes type, happy to coast through life on his good looks and charm. He
doesn't have ambitions and doesn't make plans, but when he finds
himself involved with Mark and then Alistair, he starts wishing that he
could have something more long-term. Nobody has any doubt that sex
between the three of them would be fantastic, considering how hot
things are when there's only two involved. But can they make it
something more? Is the threesome destined to be a scorching memory,
or can they find a way to overcome their challenges and hit the trifecta?
"Publisher's Note: This book contains explicit sexual content, graphic
language, and situations that some readers may find objectionable:
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Male/male sexual practices, menage (m/m/m)."
Platform Revolution: How Networked Markets Are Transforming the
Economyand How to Make Them Work for You - Geoffrey G. Parker
2016-03-28
A practical guide to the new economy that is transforming the way we
live, work, and play. Uber. Airbnb. Amazon. Apple. PayPal. All of these
companies disrupted their markets when they launched. Today they are
industry leaders. What’s the secret to their success? These cutting-edge
businesses are built on platforms: two-sided markets that are
revolutionizing the way we do business. Written by three of the most
sought-after experts on platform businesses, Platform Revolution is the
first authoritative, fact-based book on platform models. Whether
platforms are connecting sellers and buyers, hosts and visitors, or
drivers with people who need a ride, Geoffrey G. Parker, Marshall W.
Van Alstyne, and Sangeet Paul Choudary reveal the what, how, and why
of this revolution and provide the first “owner’s manual” for creating a
successful platform business. Platform Revolution teaches newcomers
how to start and run a successful platform business, explaining ways to
identify prime markets and monetize networks. Addressing current
business leaders, the authors reveal strategies behind some of today’s
up-and-coming platforms, such as Tinder and SkillShare, and explain how
traditional companies can adapt in a changing marketplace. The authors
also cover essential issues concerning security, regulation, and consumer
trust, while examining markets that may be ripe for a platform
revolution, including healthcare, education, and energy. As digital
networks increase in ubiquity, businesses that do a better job of
harnessing the power of the platform will win. An indispensable guide,
Platform Revolution charts out the brilliant future of platforms and
reveals how they will irrevocably alter the lives and careers of millions.
Drawn in Blood - Andrea Kane 2009-09-08
In Drawn in Blood, the eagerly awaited sequel to her electrifying thriller
Twisted, New York Times bestselling author Andrea Kane brings back
the dynamic team of former federal agent Sloane Burbank and her lover,
FBI Special Agent Derek Parker. An unrelentingly gripping page-turner,

this masterwork of romantic suspense embroils a richly drawn cast of
characters in a nerve-shattering case of old crimes and new terrors—of
secrets, passion, and lies—where the stakes are intensely personal and
the lines separating friend and foe, protector and betrayer, are Drawn in
Blood.
Artful Deceptions - Patricia Rice 2017-09-12
One question teases the mind, the other troubles the heart— A Regency
classic from NYT bestselling author Patricia Rice. . . Eldest daughter of
an eccentric art collector, Arianne Richards is the caretaker of the
family’s empty coffers—as well as her irrepressible siblings. Discovering
a hidden painting, she is determined to sell it to obtain the funds to
provide care for her ailing mother. But when her cousin’s suitor, the
handsome and wealthy Lord Galen Locke, shows interest in her, as well
as the painting, Arianne must question his intentions. But will the truth
bring about secrets that should have remained buried? Regency Love
and Laughter series: Crossed in Love Mad Maria’s Daughter Artful
Deceptions All A Woman Wants Keywords: aristocrat, art, Regency,
humor, Wales, lost love, historical romance, scandal, secret heir,
spinster, betrayal, disguise, best friends,
High Before Homeroom - Maya Sloan 2010-06-22
Losers, now you can get the bad-boy rep the girls find positively
irresistible! Unleash your dark side with the Doug Schaffer plan for drug
addiction and rehabilitation! (Kids, don't try this at home.) At sixteen
years old, Doug Schaffer knows two things for sure: 1. He is doomed to
live in the shadow of his older brother, Trevor, a former high school
football star who is stationed in Iraq. 2. Free-spirited Laurilee, the hot
ear-piercing girl at the mall, only dates bad boys. Cue Doug's foolproof
plan to tarnish his own unremarkable reputation. The first step is to
develop a drug addiction. His mom's too preoccupied with organizing
care packages for Mothers Support Our Troops Northwest Oklahoma
City Chapter to stop him. Besides, he just needs to get hooked on meth
long enough to come back from rehab a totally different person.
Someone people notice. With the help of Trevor’s strung-out former highschool buddy, drug addict Doug has the confidence that loser Doug never
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mustered. He stays out all night, scores girls, and stands up for himself.
Then Trevor unexpectedly returns home with a dark secret of his own,
and everything Doug thought was true is shattered. Soon the brothers
find a common ground they never knew they shared as they discover the
price of pleasing others is the freedom to be yourself.
A Radical Enterprise - Matt K. Parker 2022-02-22
The traditional world of work is in crisis. Today companies have a choice
to make. Either they continue down the failure path of business as usual,
with its hierarchy of domination and coercion, or they choose a paradigm
that has proven superior business performance. In the new book from
Matt K. Parker, technology thought leader and organizational architect,
he breaks down the four imperatives necessary for businesses to
transform into radically collaborative organizations that are able to
create and sustain super-engaged workforces with super-competitive
results. Discover the radical shift to partnership and equality, and the
economic superiority that follows—get radical and out engage, out
innovate, and outperform the competition in the new age of knowledge
work with A Radical Enterprise.
Robert B. Parker's Lullaby - Ace Atkins 2013-04-02
Agreeing to help a street-smart teen who is convinced the wrong man
was arrested for her mother's murder years earlier, Spenser investigates
two possible suspects who prove more deadly than anticipated.
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks - Rebecca Skloot 2010-02-02
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “The story of modern medicine
and bioethics—and, indeed, race relations—is refracted beautifully, and
movingly.”—Entertainment Weekly NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
FROM HBO® STARRING OPRAH WINFREY AND ROSE BYRNE • ONE
OF THE “MOST INFLUENTIAL” (CNN), “DEFINING” (LITHUB), AND
“BEST” (THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER) BOOKS OF THE DECADE •
ONE OF ESSENCE’S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF THE
PAST 50 YEARS • WINNER OF THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE HEARTLAND

PRIZE FOR NONFICTION NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • Entertainment Weekly • O:
The Oprah Magazine • NPR • Financial Times • New York • Independent
(U.K.) • Times (U.K.) • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • Kirkus
Reviews • Booklist • Globe and Mail Her name was Henrietta Lacks, but
scientists know her as HeLa. She was a poor Southern tobacco farmer
who worked the same land as her slave ancestors, yet her cells—taken
without her knowledge—became one of the most important tools in
medicine: The first “immortal” human cells grown in culture, which are
still alive today, though she has been dead for more than sixty years.
HeLa cells were vital for developing the polio vaccine; uncovered secrets
of cancer, viruses, and the atom bomb’s effects; helped lead to important
advances like in vitro fertilization, cloning, and gene mapping; and have
been bought and sold by the billions. Yet Henrietta Lacks remains
virtually unknown, buried in an unmarked grave. Henrietta’s family did
not learn of her “immortality” until more than twenty years after her
death, when scientists investigating HeLa began using her husband and
children in research without informed consent. And though the cells had
launched a multimillion-dollar industry that sells human biological
materials, her family never saw any of the profits. As Rebecca Skloot so
brilliantly shows, the story of the Lacks family—past and present—is
inextricably connected to the dark history of experimentation on African
Americans, the birth of bioethics, and the legal battles over whether we
control the stuff we are made of. Over the decade it took to uncover this
story, Rebecca became enmeshed in the lives of the Lacks
family—especially Henrietta’s daughter Deborah. Deborah was
consumed with questions: Had scientists cloned her mother? Had they
killed her to harvest her cells? And if her mother was so important to
medicine, why couldn’t her children afford health insurance? Intimate in
feeling, astonishing in scope, and impossible to put down, The Immortal
Life of Henrietta Lacks captures the beauty and drama of scientific
discovery, as well as its human consequences.
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